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Introduction
 
The Recorder is a looping sample-recorder that you can use for recording any signal that 
you feed into Renoise, be that your voice, a guitar etc. Operation is designed to be really 
simple,: press a button to select the track and bring up the recording dialog, press again to start 
recording. 
 
Once the recording is done, it’s (optionally) looped/synced to the beat, and you’re then able 
to switch among this, and all the other recordings you’ve made. The Recorder will even allow 
samples with different lengths to loop continuously, allowing for poly-rhythms. 
 
Whenever a song is saved, the Recorder is able to restore recording sessions the next time you 
load the song - your recordings should be right where you left them. This is possible, because 
each recording is assigned a special name which is automatically recognized by the application.

Using the Recorder 
Note: when reading the following description, and using a controller with faders/dials instead 
of a (button-based) grid controller, you don’t have “sample slots” that you can press. But 
otherwise, it’s the same description for both devices. 
 
Basically, the Recorder workflow can be divided into 5 different stages: 

1. Track select stage
Press any recorder button to open/close the recording dialog for the desired track. When the 
recording dialog has been opened, a sample slot will start to blink slowly. Press the sample slot 
to enter the next stage. If your controller supports “hold” events, you can also hold a recorder 
button for a moment to skip to the recording stage as soon as possible. 

2. Preparation stage
Since the Recorder works with recordings that match the length of the pattern, and are synced 
to the pattern start, the preparation stage is the time spent before the playback position enters 
the beginning of the pattern. Once the beginning of the pattern is reached, the actual recording 
will begin. But before this happens, the recording dialog will read “Starting in XX lines...”, and 
the selected sample slot will be flashing rapidly. As long as you’re in the preparation stage, you 
can hit the sample slot again to tell the Recorder that you wish to record only a single pattern 
(now, both the the recorder button and the sample slot will start flashing rapidly). This is known 



as a short take, and will take you straight from the preparation stage to the finalizing stage 
(short takes are only available when using a grid controller).

3. Recording stage
In the recording stage, you’ll see both the recorder button and the sample slot blinking slowly, in 
time with the beat. There is no limit to the length of the recording, except of course the amount 
of RAM you computer has installed, so you can keep it going for as long as you desire. Press 
the sample slot again to stop the recording and enter the finalizing stage.

4. Finalizing stage
The finalizing stage is the time spent while recording before the playback reaches the beginning 
of a pattern. On the recording dialog it will read “Stopping in XX lines...”, and the recording 
button will be flashing rapidly. While you’re in the finalizing stage, pressing the sample slot will 
write the yet-to-be sample to the pattern (however, this is only useful if you’ve not enabled the 
writeahead mode, which does this automatically for you). 

5: Post-recording stage
Immediately after the recording has been made, the resulting sample is automatically renamed, 
and the recording dialog is closed. We’re ready for another recording. 
 
You can choose another destination track for the recording, or abort the recording at any time. 
Use the recorder button to select another track, and turn a dial/select an existing sample slot to 
abort the recording. 

Usage tips
 

● If you are looking to create takes that are of varying lengths (poly-rhythmic), it’s 
important to enable the continuous mode. Otherwise, the takes will be re-triggered 
whenever the pattern start over

● If you want to create takes that are short, or with small differences in length, you can use 
a block loop at the beginning of the pattern - the recording dialog will automatically adapt 
to the block loop’s length (with a block loop spanning 8 lines you can create takes with 
lengths that are a power of 8; such as 8, 16, 24, etc). 



The layout / mappings
 
The Recorder has two assignable groups: the recorder buttons and the sample-select sliders. 
Both groups can be any size, as long as they’re the same size (if you have four buttons, you 
would need four sliders as well). The recorder buttons are used for bringing up the record 
dialog, while the sample-select sliders are used for switching between recordings. 
 

The avaiable mappings: @sliders and @recorders
 

User-configurable options
● Trigger mode: choose how notes are written to the pattern (retrig/continuous)
● Auto-seek: choose whether to enable auto-seek on new recordings
● Page size: specify the step size when using paged navigation (automatic, or number)
● Follow track: enable if you want the recorder to align with the selected track in Renoise
● Loop mode: determine the looping mode of recordings (off/forward/reverse/ping-pong)
● Beat-sync: determine if the recording should be synced to the master clock
● Write-ahead: determine if sample playback should start right after each recording
● 05xx/continuous mode: output 05xx command to allow loops, regardless of length

 

Current limitations
● The Recorder has been designed for recording samples that are synced to the pattern 

length, creating a new instrument for each recording. If you choose other settings, the 
results may be unpredictable (the first time the Recorder is launched, it will tell you this)

● Please be careful when changing the tempo while recording, as this will break the beat-
sync of samples.

● Don’t use _very_ small pattern lengths, it’s recommended to use at least 4 lines.
● There is currently no check for when tracks and instruments are swapped around while 

the application is running. If you accidentally swapped an instrument, you should be able 
to restore it by starting and stopping the application, as the list of instrument references 
are recreated on each startup. 



● When you record something using the Recorder, each recording is named something 
like “Track #2 - Recording #1” - please do not edit these names, as they are used for 
keeping track of the recordings you have made. 

 


